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1.0 The reason for the decision 

 
1.1 To consider representations received in relation to an application for a premises 

licence under section 18(3) of the Licensing Act 2003. 
 

2.0  Recommendation 

 
2.1 The Panel should consider all the information contained in the report. They should 

make a decision from the options available in paragraph 7.0 taking into account 
information received from the applicant, other persons and any relevant legislation 
or guidance. 

3.0  Background and Introduction 

 
3.1 The Licensing Act 2003 allows for interested parties and responsible authorities to 

make representations for or against an application. Representations must outline 
relevant information on how an application will promote or undermine the licensing 
objectives.  

3.2 Representations were received against the application, and they must be 
considered in line with section 18(3) of the Licensing Act 2003 (The Act). 

3.3 The licensing panel must now reconsider the application and use the information 
contained in this report to determine the application.  



4.0  Content  

 

4.1 The applicant is Fellpack Limited.   

4.2 The application relates to the premises known as Hazeldene. The postal address of 
the premises is The Heads, Keswick.  

 
4.3 The applicants have given the following description of the premises: 

This small hotel is located on the south end of The Heads, between Highfield Hotel 
and Café Hope, it has long operated as a family-run good-value hotel. Our plan is to 
evolve the space and experience so that it feels more boutique and differentiated 
from the rest of the Keswick accommodation market. We wish to do this in part by 
offering guests a selection of interesting drink options from a small hotel bar, for 
enjoyment in the shared ground floor spaces and garden areas - such as a pro-
theatre drink or post-Keswick meal nightcap (hence the need for an all-day licence). 
This is in no way intended to compete with the current offerings in Keswick, but 
simply enhance our guests" stay at the hotel. We may include simple add-on 
experiences such as champagne on arrival. 

 

4.4 The application is to allow supply of alcohol on and off the premises between 11am 
and midnight each day. The premises would be closed to the public at 00:15.  

4.5 The designated premises supervisor will be Mr Christopher Gill. He holds a 
personal licence with Eden District Council. 

4.6  The applicants have given various measures that they will use to promote the 
licensing objectives should a licence be granted.  

The management team and DPS will ensure all staff receive regular training about 
the responsible sale of alcohol, with written guidance and management support 
available on the premises at all times. The training and guidance will specifically 
address what the four licencing objectives are trying to achieve in practice, with a 
focus on the needs of our community; what the implications are for our business, 
ensuring everyone understands the business' responsibilities when it comes to 
alcohol; most importantly, the specific responsibilities and processes that relate to 
the sale of alcohol for everyone's individual role. 
 
As part of this process, the DPS will ensure there are processes and allowances in 
place for monitoring performance and blind testing, to make sure everyone is selling 
alcohol responsibly; The PS will also stay up-to-date with best practice, and staff 
will feedback on areas of improvement. 
 
The site needs to be assessed for CCTV. The training about the responsible sale of 
alcohol will cover what staff can and should do to prevent the over-consumption, 
resultant aggressive behaviour etc. These things noted, we do not anticipate any 
issues here given it is going to be a boutique hotel. 

  

There is simple lighting inside and outside the premises.  



 

Music will be kept to an appropriately low level, with staff training to cover reduction 
levels should it ever become noisy. 

We will adopt a “Challenge 21” policy, which the management team will monitor and 
blind test. This will be covered in all induction training. 

4.7 The application was circulated for consultation. This includes notices on the 
premises and in a newspaper circulating the local area. Any person can make 
representations for or against an application. Five representations have been 
received against the application. Please note that some of the representations refer 
to a previous application which was not accepted as valid. People who made 
representations to the previous application have confirmed they wanted their 
representation to apply to the application which is the subject of this report. The 
representations are from: 

 
Representation 1 Hazeldene is not a soundproof, detached 

building in its own grounds it is an end of 
terrace property adjacent to mine in a 
primarily residential area on the outskirts of 
Keswick town centre. 
I am objecting to the granting of this licence 
without restrictions on the grounds of 
public nuisance. 
I am concerned at the potential noise levels 
arising from the use of the outside 
terrace/garden area for drinking and 
socialising in the evenings where any noise 
carries significantly around this area.   
Any increase in outside lighting may also 
become obtrusive to neighbouring 
properties. 
Playing background music also rings alarm 
bells as the risk of noise transference 
through the fabric of the buildings is a 
possibility.  The volume of background 
music is relative and given that the music 
played in the applicants’ other premises, 
The Round on Market Square, can be 
clearly heard at *** late in the evenings, 
does not fill me with confidence about any 
noise control ***. 
There are no other late night drinking 
venues in the immediate vicinity and 
maintaining the peace and quiet in this 
small area of Keswick should be given 
priority over late night drinking. 



A blue notice is displayed in Hazeldene but 
may as well be in a first floor window as it 
most definitely is NOT clearly visible to the 
passing public (see attached photograph 
taken from the pavement). *relates to first 
application which was not valid 
 

Representation 2  Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am writing to place an objection to the licence 
application to sell alcohol both on and off the 
premises at Hazeldene, The Heads, Keswick 
CA12 5ER by the proprietors of The Fellpack. 
 
There is already an issue of noise associated 
with the sale of alcohol in Lower Lake Road and 
if this licence is granted then this will continue 
until midnight with off sales being consumed in 
the public space around the underpass. All 
noise from this area can already be heard by 
the residents of Little Hills and surrounding 
residential properties and this licence would 
extend the disturbance to sleep until even 
further into the night. 
 
In addition, there is mention of music being 
'kept at appropriately low levels' when the box 
for Recorded Music has not been checked 
earlier on the application form.  

The knowledge that the conditions of existing 
licenses on Lake Road are no longer enforced, 
increases the stress associated with new, later 
times being applied for by premises in the 
vicinity. 

 

Representation 3   Re the application for a license by Fellpack Ltd 
in the Keswick Reminder of 2nd. September 
2022, I want to register an objection to the 
hours which have been applied for.(i.e. 
Midnight.) I live at *** nearby, and we are 
worried that lower Lake Rd.is going to become 
even more rowdy even later into the night. 
PLEASE keep the noise and revelry to 
reasonable hours by licensing. This is basically a 
residential area. 
 

Representation 4 Good afternoon. I would like to make 
representation with reference to the 
application for a premises licence, dated 4th 



October 2022 for the property highlighted as 
Hazeldene, the Heads, Keswick. CA12 5ER 
(Fellpack Limited). 
 
The application only provides very limited 
details in that there are times indicated for the 
sale of alcohol from the premises during the 
hour 11.00 to 00.00hrs and then that the 
premises will be open to 00.15hrs. This 
property is currently trading as a bed & 
breakfast accommodation business and 
therefore I can only assume that the business in 
due to change to a restaurant or pub which has 
not been made apparent through the 
mandatory requirements of a planning 
application. 
 
We *** to the property as do other business 
owners and private dwellings and can only 
predict the amount of noise and antisocial 
behaviour that will emanate from the 
establishment and outside areas should this be 
allowed to change from what is Bed & 
Breakfast accommodation located in a 
reasonably peaceful location within Keswick. 
 
In conclusion, I would expect that due 
consideration and liaison is completed with 
other controlling departments (Lake District 
Planning Authority / Environmental Services) 
prior to the granting of any such licence. 
 

Representation 5  Good afternoon. I would like to make 
representation with reference to the 
application for a premises licence, dated 4th 
October 2022 for the property highlighted as 
Hazeldene, the Heads, Keswick. CA12 5ER 
(Fellpack Limited). 

The application only provides very limited 
details in that there are times indicated for the 
sale of alcohol from the premises during the 
hour 11.00 to 00.00hrs and then that the 
premises will be open to 00.15hrs.  

I live adjacent to this property with my 4 young 
children who are all under 9 years of age. We 
have a similar business adjacent to Hazeldene 
which we too operate as a Bed & Breakfast 
accommodation and would thus be very 
concerned as to how the requested licence 



would be use within and potential outside the 
property. 

I feel that the requested licence would lead to 
an increase in noise and anti-social behaviour. 

  
 
 
4.8 The application should be considered with only the licensing objectives in mind. 

Matters which fall outside of the licensing objectives should not be considered and 
should not form part of any decision.  

5.0 Legislation and Policy 

 
5.1 The Licensing Act 2003 has four licensing objectives –  
 
 The prevention of crime and disorder; 
 Public safety; 
 The prevention of public nuisance; and 
 The protection of children from harm.  
 
5.2 The application process includes circulating the application to all the responsible 

authorities. It also includes advertising the application in the local press and a notice 
on the premises. This is to allow for representations to be made for or against the 
application. Representations should be about the likely effect of the grant of the 
licence on the promotion of at least one of the licensing objectives.  

 
5.3 The Licensing Authority must hold a hearing to consider any representations made 

unless all parties agree that a hearing isn’t necessary. It is considered necessary to 
hold a hearing to consider the representations in this case.  

 
5.4 The Allerdale Statement of Licensing Policy 2016-2021 section 7.1 states that, 

when considering applications, the Panel should have regard to the Act and its 
objectives, Government guidance, supporting regulations, representations, duties 
and obligations under other legislation and the statement of Licensing Policy. 

 
5.5 Paragraph 7.2 of the Policy states that an application should be considered on its 

individual merits.  
 
5.6 Revised Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 provides 

advice on considering if a representation is relevant. It recommends in borderline 
cases the benefit of the doubt about any aspect of a representation should be given 
to the person making that representation. The subsequent hearing will provide an 
opportunity for the person making the representation to amplify and clarify it. 

6.0 Implications and Impact 

6.1 Finance/Resource implications 

 
The applicants have paid a non-refundable fee of £180.00.  



 

6.2 Legal and governance implications  

 
The applicant or any person who has made relevant representations to the application is 
entitled to make an appeal if they are aggrieved by the decision of the Council. That 
person has the right of appeal to a Magistrates’ Court within 21 days of the decision.  

6.3 Equality impacts 

 
Impact Assessment not completed.   

6.4 Health and Safety impacts 

 
None. 

6.5 Health, wellbeing and community safety impacts 

 
The licensing objectives adequately deal with any potential impacts on health, wellbeing 
and community safety. 

6.6 Environmental/sustainability impacts 

Not applicable in respect of the licensing objectives.   

6.7 Other significant implications 

None.  

7.0  Options available to the Licensing Regulatory Panel  

 
7.1 The Panel must consider the representations and take such steps as it considers 

necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives.  
 
7.2 The steps available are: 
 

a) Grant the licence subject to the conditions mentioned in the operating schedule 
modified to such extent as the authority considers necessary for the promotion of 
the licensing objectives, and any mandatory condition.  

 
b) Exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which the 

application relates; 
 

c) Refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor 
 

d) Reject the application 
 
7.3 The Licensing Panel should give reasons for its decision. 
  



Appendices attached to this report 

 

Appendix number Title of appendix 

A Premises location plan  

 

Background documents available 

 

Name of background document Where it is available 

  

 
 
Report author(s) and contact officer(s): 
Deborah Fletcher  
Specialist Licensing and Compliance  
Deborah.fletcher@allerdale.gov.uk 
01900 702862  


